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. Abstract
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( RESOURCE ALLOCATION GAMES; A-PRIMING GAME FOR Art

SERIES, OF IN TRUCTIONAL GAMES" (The. POE Game> 11'

Layman E, Allen
University of Michigan

.

The Poe (Pelham Odd 'R Even) Game, which can be .1311..yed with paper
and pencil, is designed to provide an introduction to the rule structure
common to the' games; EQUATIONS (mathematics); ON-WORDS
(word structure);. ON-SETS (set theory); WFF 'N PROOF (symbolic logic);

, and ON-SENTS: & NON-SEN S. <langdage structure, in preparation). The

resources allocated i the.POE Game are simply units of space.
resources allOcated /in each of the other games are symbols which
represent the fundapentaj. ideas of the subject matters of the respective
games.' Thus, in Oairing 1EQUATIONS, gor example , the player is actually

doing - 'mathematic' / The POE Game is exhaustively described: it is

Simple but rich"'in potentialitieSfot leading to the other games which
deal "with the uiulamental intellect a1 skills of language, logic, and

mathematics, e author recommends that these games be embedded in a

.ClOsroom tea and todrnament structure which facilitates cooperation

among studp s of disparate abilitiep and competition among stlidents

of relatili y equal Atlities.
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RESQURCE ALLOCATION GAMES: A PRIMING GAME FOR A

SERIES OF INSTRUCTIONAL GMES (The POE Game)

by .

Layman E. Allen

University of Michi'gan

The significance of the Pelham Odd 'R Even,game (we call it the.

POE game.for short) is not the subject matter presented i the game,

but the variety,of subject matters opened up to:students hen they learn

the POE game and others similar to 4t.

Before saying more about the fields of knowledge dealt with in such

games, it'shOuld be acknowledged that the word 'Pelham' i4 the full name

6'
of the POE:game refers to Pelham Middle School in Detroit, Michigan,

the gchoOl in the center of that city where this game wa tested, refined,

and developed. Pelham i/ an extraordinary school with eally extraordinary

leadership starting with its principal, Lewis Jeffri?es2 The chairman of

the mathematics department there, Gloria Jackson, and another exceptional
/ a

Mathematics teacher,William Beeman,made especially significant contributions

-tO the development Of the POE game, and many other /members oOthe staff

have been and continue to be involved in .presenting it widely throughout

the'school.

The POE same deals with all6cating resources, and a the resources

allocated are nits of space. Playing the POE game opens the door to an

approach to learning that may significantly alter participants' ideas'
, )

abputlearni4 and thinking. Because the POE game is defined by rules
, #

n

0'

6



that are very similar in structure to rules for other gamea that teach .

specific subject matter, after a player has mastered the POE game he

or she will be ready to begin learning

,.mathetnatics by playing the game called EQ TIONS,

... word structure by Rlaying the game called N-WORDS,

set theory by playing the game called ON -SETS,

. . symbolic logic by playing the game called WFF 'N PROOF, and

,language structureby playing the game called ON-SENTS. & NONSENTS.

.

These five games are like the POE game in that the basic pattern of

play is to allocate resources. The resources in these games `;are symbols,

Imprinted on.
,

cubes or paper, that represent fundaMental ideas in thsubject

field dealt with tn the play of each of the games.;When the r4les'defining

such gams are appropriately structure, the resulting activity Cat be a

Powerful instrUctional interaction. -It is possible to organize around

such games a learning environment that emphasizes interaction of peers

and individualization Of educational experiences. Students who:Vary

widely in their skill-and understanding of a given subject work together-
.

creating problems for earh other and solving them by the way that they

play the games so that each student has a highly individualized learning

experience; appropriate for him at his current level of)Inderstanding.of
e

the subject. In the learning of mathematics, we call this kind of learding

environment a HELM (Heuristic Environment,for_Learning Mathematics). The

effectiveness of such a learning environment has recently been ,shown inA

a series of studies by a team at johns Hopkins 1 The studies show that

a cla sroom structured as a HELM through the use of gees and teams

[P.



significantly

signifidantly

and different

.

increases' achievement in the learning of mathematics,

increases interaction among students of different races

sexes, and results in feelings by students that such

classes are, significantly more satisfying, less competitive, and less
2

difficult than traditional classes.' Lt is my contention that n such

settings', ideas tend to be voraclousty pursued. Students ha4e something ,

o.
CO do with the ideas that they are engaged in mastering; they don't

merely hear them or see them expressed in print.

With these preli4nary,remarks, which have given some reasons why,

you should learn the POE game, whia- have hopefully motivated. you to

want to learn ,to play POE, let us turn to the serious matter at hand of.

4 ,

Eren game. You will need to fodklearning to play the Pelha

elsewhere to learn the sivilar games.that teach. such diverse s

matters as mathematics, word structure, set theory,"symbolic logic, and

language structure. 2

A

Permitted Connections
r.

The beginning POE game is played-on a 3x3 matrix which is celled

a network. All the equipment needed to play'is a pencil and paper.

Two or more persons canplay; three-player games are best. After the

goal is set, the players take turns writing -F's, P's, or R's in the

vacant squares until some,pIayer challenges or declaresa force-out. In

deciding whether to challenge, to declare-farce-out, or to write and

what to write, whenever it L your turn, you wili need to analyze the

number of connections 4n the network at that time. Thefollowing is

an example of a connection:

4



Left

4

GOAL

Top

1 2 3

P

4 5 6

P

7 8 9P.
Bottom

Right

The set. of three squares, 1, 4, and 7, is a top-bottom permitted connection.

This set of squares a c2nnection'because any set of three appropriately-

filled touching squares that runs either-from the top to the bottom of

the network or from the left side to the right side of the network is a

connection; and having P's in them, these squares are appropriately filled.

It is' a top-bottom connection because it runs from the top of the network

to the bottom. It is' a permitted connection because it has 0 R-squares,

and any connection that has 0, ,/or 3 R-squhres is a permitted connection.

Required Connections

If SR's are added to the network in squares 5 and 6, then a requiredRs

connection and three additional permitted connections are added to the

-network.

GOAL

2

P \
4 5 6

P R R '

7 8 9



The three permitted connections added are the left-right connections,

156, 456, and 756. Why.are they 'permitted connections? (Each has 2 R's:)

'Why are they left-right connections? (They go from the left side, to the

right side of the network.) The required connection added is 157. It is

a required connection because any connection with exactly 1 R-square is a

required connection.°

F-squares

' If ansF is added to the network in square 3, are any connections
,

added to the network? The answer is-no, becaUse neither permitted:

connections nor required connections have an F-square in them, and every

connection is either a permitted one or a required one.

GOAL

4

1 2 3

P F

4 5 6

' P , R' R

7

P

Counted Connections

Id determining the number of connections in a network, some connec-

tions must be counted while others may or may not be. The relationships

between F- quares, R-squares, permitted connections, required connections,

andbeing c unted is summarized in Figure 1.
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Each permitted connection has 0, 2, or 3 R .-squares, 0 F-squares, and

may or may not be counted, while each required connection has exactly

1 R-square, '0 F- squires, and must be counted. Hence, each connection
, .

r i

consists entirely of and Pi.squares.

An important relationship between R-squares and required connections,
. ©

(f indicated in Figure 1, has not been mentioned yet. For some set of

counted connections of a network to be a solution to the goal that has

been set, each R-square in the network must appear in at least one

required connection. On the other hand, R-squares may either appear or

not appear in permitted connections that are counted; this is up tothe

solution' builder, since he may choose which permitted connections (if any)

to count.

Goals and Solutions

a

The first player sets a goal in the beginning POE game by writing

411.0 or an E on the GOAL line above the network. If he writes an as

f7'

the goal, any odd number of counted connections in the network that

satisfies the rules of Figure 1 will be a solution; if he.writes an E,
/

any even number (except 0) of.counted connections in the network that
=

satisfies_. the rules of Figure 1 will be a solution.'

If the,goal set in the network we.have been-considering had been

anE; would-there be any solutions to the goal after the F was written

JnOquare

1

E

GOAL

3:- : 2 3

F
4 5 6

P R R

8 9

10
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The answer is no, because R-square 6 does not appear.in a required

connection in any set of conpectidus.

Suppose that after the F is ,written in square 3, a P_is Written in

square 8. Are there any solutions the

:E

GOAL

2,

P.
.

F

4 5 6

.1) R R

7 8 9

P

Yes, the _are many solutions in this network,. 16 to be exact. With tile

ad 40 to,square 8,. there are five permitted connections-(147, 148, 156,

)

456, and'756) and four required connections in the network (157, 158, 486,*

and 786)'. Any even-numbered-set of these nine connections that contains

all four of the required connections is a solution. Hence, there is

just one 4-connection solution, namely:

S1 157 158 486 786

. -

There are ten 6-connection solutions. Examples:

S2 157 158. 486 786 147 148

'S3 157 158 486 786 147 156

There. are five 8-connection solutions. Examples:

S12 .157 158 486 786 147 148 156 456

S13 157 158 '486 786 147 148 :156, 756

To br out another feature of the-number of connections ln,a

network it is worthwhile .to consider another example. Suppose that,

4

instead of a Pan square 8, a P is written in square 9. Ate there any
P

solutions then? How many connections are there?

y



E

GOAL

1 2

P F
4 5 -6

P R It

7 8 9

. P P

No, there are not any solutions because R-square 6 still does net appear

in any regnited connection in any 'set of

of,this network is that it contains five

connection$' The tricky part

required connections: 157, 159

left-right, 159 top-bottom, 459.and 759. The set of squares, 159., -is a

double connection, each of which contains only one R and is thus required.

There are,a1p6 four(permitted connections (147, 156, 456, and 756);

Faking a total of nine connections in all.
7

'10

P -flubs

In the following example, after the E-goal has

have taken yrnsyriting F's in squares 2, 5, and 8.

writes-an F in square '6. Hereafter the most recent

been set thaplayers.

Then P14ydr 2

move wii41 be encircled

as shown here. After the F is writtenin square 6, is it stiapossible

to get a solution-to an E-goal in this net6(Q?

Fa

E

GOAL r

r
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J

The answer is no, because after that move it is impossible to get to

I .

an even number of connections.-. By his move Player 2 haS made what is
c.

called a P- flub. He has prevented anyone's ever getting to a solution,

.no matter how the remaining squares are filled' n. When anyone writes

a letter in the network, he is claiming that it is' possible to still get

to a solution. But in this case, Player 2's claim is false, and false

claims are, flubs which can be immedi'aVely challenged by any other player.

That's one way to wit' in the POE game to correctly challenge a player

who flubs. So you need to watch very 'carefully what other payers write

in the network, and .Challenge-them if they -nub,
Gr

Consider anothgr example. The goal set is odd, the first three)

,'moves placed an R in square 1 and F's in squares 2 and 4, and

recent' move is an F in square 5.

GOAL

1 2 3

R F

4

F

7 8 , 9

Is this move a flub? (Yes.)

4
'What kind of flub? (A P-flub.)

Why is it ,a flub? (Because it is impossible to. use the RnsqUare-1:----
--

e most

in a required connection_ . No solution is possIble unless that 4s done,

and it cannot be done.J__,-- 0

13
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Notice that anybody except .the mover can.challenge7 The mover is

the player who has just written a letter in.the network. Although players

take turns moving, you do ;lot have to wA.t until it is your turn in

order to challenge.' You can make a challenge at anyitimt other than

when you have just moved. A challenge is alWays directed to the most

recent 'mover.- It is a declaration that' he has flubbed.

Burden of Prool"

4

Once a chaliengdis made, somebody is going to have the burden 9f

proving that it is possible to get to a solution. In general, the

burdenof proving that it is.possible to get to a solution,T411 be upon

the player who istclaiming that it is possible to.do so. In this situation,

whereCthe challenger, has declared that the mover made a, P-flub, who is

alaiming that it is still possible to get to -a solution the challenger

or the mover? The mover istheone who is claiming if, so, he is the one
4

who haS'the burden of proof.

I.1111 the mover be'able to show that it is still possible to get to

a solutiOn? No, he mill not; so the challenger wi.5.1 win and the mover

will lose.

To sustain his burden of proof a player must write out -'as many

3-digit numbers as necessary to indicate the connections of the network,

that be is counting in the set that he is offering as a solution..

S.

Joining

In a three- player Ealtinince there is'a challenge and the challenger'.

Gays what kind of flub the mover has made, the third player must join

with either the mover or the challenger -- whichever one he thinks is

14
4N

t,

1'



right. Consider the follmxing example. After the add goal has been

set and ?'s have been written in squares 3; 5, 7, and 8, Player 3 writes
4

an Fin square 6.

0

GOAL

2 3

F

4 5

7

F

Is this-move a flub? . (Yes.)

0

What kind of flub? <A P- flub.,)

a

yhy is it -a flub? (It is impossible to get an odd nUMbeof

.

connections after this move; it is impossible to get any connections.)

Who has the burden of proo-f? (The mover.)

ml

Will he be able to sustain hisb1irden of proof by howing that it

is still, possible to get to a solution with an odd nu er of connections?

(No.)
t

If the third player -- we call 14m the joiner -- joins with the

player who has the burden of proof, then the joiner also has the burden

of proof. Otherwise, he does nat. Suppose in this situation the joiner

joins with the mover. Will the joiner hlre the burden of proof? (Yes.)

Whom should the joiner join? (The challenger.)

Why? (If he.joins the mover, the joiner will have the biirden of
0 f.

proof, and he will be unable to sustain it.)
tt

So, in this situation, if the joiner joins the mover, 9they both lose

and the,challenger wins; if the joiner joins tlhe challenger, they both

win and the mover loges.
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.1 A -flub,s'.

.<3. .
?

.

0The kind of llub that the challenger says 4lat.the Tuver)as made

.4\

will determine who has-ttle burden of proof and what he mu4t prove. We

have seen that for P-flubs the burden is cast on the mover. In the

second of the three kinds offlubs-- namely, A-flubs -- the burden

of proof. is cast upon the challenger. The following 'example indicates

why the challenger has thelDurddn of prOof for.A-flutS and iihat he must

prove. Suppose 'ithat after the goal *of t is set and 4 P is written inoe..

square 5,'Player 3 writes an R'3.n square 2.
, -_ , " .

this situation?, a ,
1

0

o
GOAL

1

1110
..,

. 5 i

P

. .

What should belnoticed is that you can get to",a lolution withone.more
... ,

.. *
'i .

0
move. YOu can get te.dteconnecticn -- an odd numbet -- that satisfies

all the rulei 'of Figu e 1 by writing a P in.square 7, square 8, or
..

,

. - :. A

.

a
square 9.

What dc;S you notice about

A.0,4

!

Could the player who wrote the R in square 2 Ilave avoided all such

.situations,in which yo could get.to a solution in one more move? Did

he have a move thatwould not have'alluwed suc h a solution? '.(Yes, he had

many such moves. He could'have written an.F in square 1,'or square

c.r square 3, for example.)

0
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If by his_move a player allows a solution in one. mire move when he

could have avoided doing so without making a P-flub, we say .thA he has
%Ar

ve7-
made an A-flub. eile has unnecessarily allowed a solution by his move.

When the kind of flub declared 'is an A-flub, it' is the challen4erT

who is,claiming that a solution card be bUilt with ope more move, so it

is the challenger who has the burden of proof. ;,k-t. is also claiming,

that the mover was not forced into allowing such a solution; in other

6words, that the mover could have made a different move that, would'not
,

.

alave'allowed such.a solution and that would not have -1*en 11-flub. o!-
0-,

Hence the challenger lies two parts to his burden of Proof-on WA-flub
a

challenge:, (1) he must'show that there Is a solution with one more move,0

andi (2) Ale must show that the mover had an alternative move that would.
,

-not,haVe allowed such a solution and would not have been a P-f111.'

Consider another example, After the goal of E is set, and an.R

written in square 5, a P is written in square 9.

E

GOAL

1 2 3

4 5- 6

R

7 8 9

'' a)

. %
Is this move a flub? (Yes.)

What kind of flub? (An A-flub.)

,Why is this an A -flub? (It is an A-fluVbecausdyou can get to a

solution with. one more move -- p in square 1.)

c.

is



a

14

ff

IS that'alone-onough,to inake the move an A-flub? (No.)

What else must also be so for the move to be an A-flub? (The mover

must have had an alternative move that would not have allowed a solution

with one. more move.and would not have'been a P- flub.),°

Who has.the.burden of proof on this A-flub challenge? (The challenger.)

If you were the third player, 'whom would you join? (You should.jOin

the chIlenger so that yoU, to , would -have the burden of'prOof.)

Can'yousustaih your burdn of proof? Consider the first part of

is there a solution ylth one pore Icove? (Yes, by writing a P in

square 1; you can get to,the solution consisting of the-pair of connections

159 and 159.1 So to sustain the first part of your burden of prOof, you

could simply write: P],, 159, 159.)

Now consider the second part. Could the player who wrote the
0
P in

square 9 have made another move that would not have allowed a solution
o

with one more move and would not have been a P-flub? (Yea, he could,

for example, have written an F in square 9. So to sustain both parts of
O

your biriden of proof you could simply write: Pl, '159, 159, F9.)

C -flubs
0

The third and .final kind of flub is the C-flub. This kind of flub

occurs whenever a mover writes a letter in a vacant square and in doing

so fails to challenge when he could have done,so correctly because the

previous mover had flubbed. Thus a C-fIlib will always stem from a previous

flub. If it stems ,from a prior A-flub, it is called a CA-flub; if it

vo

0.
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stems from a prior?- flub, it is called a CP=flub:. The burdeb of proor
\ ..

'for CA- flubs is on the challenger; for CP-flubs, on the mover. The1
fOlpwingis an ,&xample, of a CA-flub. After the goal of p is set and.

Y1

an R is written in square 4 and a P in square 5, Player 1 writes an R

in square 3.

O

GOAL

Player 1 has made a CA-flub because he could have:challenged the previous.

mNer-for making an A-flub and sustained the burden of,proof. Akter the

prior move, a P in square 3 would have allowed the solution. nsisting

of the single required connection,453: The prior mover could'have

avoided this by writing an Finsquare 1.

The following is an' example of a CP7flub. After the goal of E is

set and R's have been written in squares 1, 2, and 5 and an F in square 4,

Player 3 writes a P in square 9. His move is a CP-flub.

E

GOAL



4

Io

r'othum that wrj t Imo; t I I' Iii Square 9 is a CPflub LH that the prior

move was a P-flub. The prior Move made getting to a solution impossible
P

because after that move the R-square 1 cannot appear in a. required

Player 3 should have challenged the P- flflb, instead of writing-connection.

a P in square 9. The prior mover vlould have been unable to sustain his

burden of proof.

V 1

If a player does not wish to challenge ;or to write a number; his

third option is to declare a force-out. Declaring a force-rout has the

effect Nf casting the. burden of proof upon every player to show independently

that there is a solution with one mbre letter written into the network. The
.

player,who declares a force-out should.be cerEain that he can write a

solution by writing in one more letter, because he will sUffer in the

scoring if he cannot: The following. situation is one that should lead

-

to a force-out.

1 2. 3

R :.7)
,

4 5 6

F F F

7 8 9

F

After the 0 goal has been set, an R Writtenin square 1., and F's written

in squares 4 5, 6, 7, 8,.and 9, it4s playei 3's turn. He should write,,

a Pin square 2 or in square 3. If he writes anything else, he will make

a P-flub. If he challenges, depending upon the kind of challenge made,
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either (a) he will.have the burden of proof and be una ble to sustain it

or (bwhe prior mover-wiil have the .burden of proof ane it'will be

sustainable. if he 'declares force-out, he will, be unable to sustain
.

the burden of proof. ;.to avoid'these consequences, he should write .

a F. Suppose he writes it in squAre 2. Then, the next player (Player 1)

should declare a force -out. Each of the players will then have the

burden of proof, and they will each be able to sustain it by wr ting:

P3, 123*

Scoring

A. playerscores 2 points if he *sza challenger, a mover, or a

joiner to the mover and

a) he has the burden of proof and sustains it;'ot

b) he does not have the burden of proof and none of those

N,_ :Who have it sustain it.

A player scores 1 point'if

a) he is a joiner to the challenger and

1) he has the burden of proof and sustains it,-or

2) he does not have the burden of proof and none of

those who have it sustain it, or

b) a force-out has been declared and he sustains his burden of.proof.

A player scores 0 points if he has not declared force-out and

a) he has the, burden of proof and fails to sustain it, or

bike does not have the burden of proof and some player who has

it sustains it.

A player scores -1 points if he declares a force-out and is unable

to tustain his burden of proof.
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The winning plater is either the high scorer (when play is for a

specified period ofitime) or the first to reach the winning score (phen

play fs to a specified w4nni4 score).

Tough POE °J.

After the pleyers have mastered the beginning POE game in which

.

only 'goals cf,,0 or E are set, they can move on to an advanced version

calle/rL,TOugh POE. In

One option de to

followed by a dumber

goal which means' "at

that includes '011 of

solution to°A6.

A second Option

this version additional goals maybe set.

set a goal consisting of a capital. letter A

.
For example, the goal of A6 will,:degignate a

o

least6 connectionsleast 6", and any set of at

the required connections of the network will be a

is to set a goal consisting of a capital letter E

followed by a number. For example, the goal of E8 will designate a goal

which means "exactly 8", and any set of exactly 8 connections that

'includes all of the required connections'of the network dill be

E8.

In the following situation after the

ha've been written in squares 1 and 3, F's

in square '7, the writing ()Pa P in square

E5

tr

a solution

goal of E5 has been set, R's

in squares 4 and 8, and a P

9 is a P-flub.

1

R
.

-R

E$ 0,

F

5

7

P
.,*



Do you see why?
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-Big Tough POE

For those who want to make the game even more challenging, there

is a still more advanced version called Big ToUgh POE. It is played

. .

on' a 4x4 network with the appropriate change iwdefinition of a ,

connection as a.set of four tolching sqdares appropriately filled whiCh

connect the top to the bottbm or the right side to the left side.' 'Leng

befdre players get this far along into the complex versions of the POE
1

.

.game, they should also have started into the subject matter games that

are similar to the POE game -- the game of ON -WORDS to learn word

'structure), EQUATIONS (to learn,mathematics), ON-SETS (z learn set

. theory), WFF 'N PROOF (to learn symbolic logic), and ON-SENTS. & NONSENTS.

(to learn language structure).

Conclusion

In conclubion, let me recommend that those educators who believe

that the uses of language,' logic, and mathematics are fundamental intel-
t

lectual skills, and who are interested In creating heuristic learning

environments in which students discover a great deal for themselves,

consider introducing the POE game, into the culture of their classrooMs.

It is a simple game but extremely rich in potentialities for leading

to the development of such fundamental intellectual skills.
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